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Grant Applications to the Foundation

Do you know of an organization that deserves a grant from the Leo Buscaglia Foundation? Great! Share this email with them today.

On the Foundation website, they can find all the information they need about applying for a grant. Grant applicants need to be a 501-C-3 non-profit organization based in California.

Our continuing goal is to support activities dedicated to fostering the spirit of giving. Spread the word!

Echoes of Hope

Echoes of Hope received a grant in support of their Leaders of Tomorrow program. The program supports low-income, undocumented, current/former foster, formerly homeless and in-need students ages 16-30. Resources include, but are not limited to, housing support, testing fees, graduation fees, textbooks, school supplies, transportation, meal assistance and quarterly workshops and retreats. In 2019 Echoes of Hope assisted over 2500
students. Echoes of Hope strives to awaken the spirit of hope in the lives of children, youth and young adults in need by alleviating barriers and helping them reach their full potential.

Echoes of Hope encourages giving in others by the having opportunities for celebrities to speak to high school students and share their experiences. Also, many students have with child development or social work degrees in effort to support students like themselves. Some youths have even advocated at the state level to change policy to better assist students in need.

Click here to learn more about Echoes of Hope.

Friends of Mark Twain Middle School

Friends of Mark Twain Middle School received a grant to support the Executive Director’s salary for their Seeds to Plate Program. This will allow the Executive Director to work full time to expand the program to other schools while continuing their efforts at Mark Twain Middle School (MTMS). The mission of the Friends of Mark Twain Middle School is to enhance and support the programs and facilities at MTMS. This volunteer organization is comprised of parents, legal guardians, school staff and faculty and community members. One of their programs is Seeds to Plate, a garden based education program currently serving approximately 750 students.

Friends of Mark Twain Middle School has made opportunities for parents to volunteer where they otherwise felt uncomfortable. The seed to plate program has also made it available for teachers to work together and coordinate their lessons on the same topics to help English learning students better grasp the what they are being taught across the board.

Click here to learn more about Friends of Mark Twain Middle School.

Visit our Social Media Sites!

Please help us spread the news about the amazing work of the grant recipients! Share our posts with your friends and family. Liking, commenting, sharing increases our reach to readers.

The world needs lots of good news so let's share the accomplishments of the Leo Buscaglia Foundation and its grant recipients.
Your donations help us carry forward the message of Dr. Buscaglia. We can continue to show love to our world.

DONATE
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